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Abstract. The social web paradigm has modified the way people behave on the 
Web. Amongst the many consequences of this change the amount of online re-
sources directly produced and shared by users has increased considerably. In 
this scenario the importance of methods to evaluate the educational relevance of 
the resources raises up. In this poster we propose an approach based on recent 
advancements of Linked Open Data. 
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1 Evaluating Educational Relevance: A Linked Data Approach 
In the last few years the development of the Social Web has changed the way Open 
Educational Resource repositories are considered, from static collectors of resources 
to dynamic and social environments able to support social activities such as sharing of 
knowledge, commenting and voting. At the same time, social media environments, 
such as YouTube, Flickr, Slideshare, have included specific sections related to educa-
tion, thus becoming a meaningful source of educational resources. In this scenario the 
problem of promoting an automated approach to analyze and evaluate the huge 
amount of resources suitable for learning raised up. Duval and Ochoa have studied 
relevance ranking metrics for Learning Objects (LOs), proposing the LearnRank func-
tion [1] based on Pagerank (the well-known algorithm used by search engines to 
evaluate the relevance of web pages)  and a model to transform the relevance concept 
into a numerical value [2]. Both authors consider relevance of LOs as a multi-
dimensional issue, where the learning context plays a key role. While these studies 
focus on the relevance of LOs, the recent evolution of Social Web provides further 
potentials to infer relevant clues about the educational relevance of resources on so-
cial media environments by exploiting social activities such as rating, liking and 
commenting; furthermore, the concept of learning context is affected as well; finally, 
the increasing publication of datasets in the background of the Semantic Web requires 
a review of the previous models to evaluate the educational relevance of  resources.  
In the framework of the LinkedUp project (http://linkedup-project.eu/), several 
data curation activities have being carried out, aimed at assessing, cataloging, anno-
tating and exposing all sorts of Web data of educational relevance. Both explicitly 
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